As it Happened at TTDI
Date: 25 January 2016
Run No: 3766
Hare: Lee Seong Jin
Co-Hares: Mathew, Blow Job Kang, Mr. Kim
Runners: 70-80
Guests: 7: Dennis Chew, Lulu, Gostan Low, Bobbie, Lee, Foo,
Fast & Furious, Greg & Simon Dhall
FROPS: Ah Meng, Monkey at 7.10
Distance: 9km
Checks: 4
The Run
Hot, Hot and Hot. The temperature reading on the dashboard
read 37°C. The parking was just after the sharp left hand bend
under the trees offering a little shade with the beer truck just
before and opposite the turn off to the golf and country club.
Parking was limited so another line in the middle of the road
was added.
On On was bang on 6pm with a slog up the hill in the sun until
we reached the fence (where the paper started) above the
Hash House Heritage site – which is no longer accessible –
where the trail cut into the forest. There must have been at
least six other hash chapter papers there, so this is really
becoming a prostituted area. However once or twice a year
seems about okay for a change and often a good run can still
be had.
The Hare took us across the forest and down past the other car
parking area and straight to a longish first check. This was a
back check which was quickly broken up the hill to another
trail. This carried on through good running paths albeit with a
need to watch ones step with tree roots being the main

obstacle; that and a lot of small ups and downs. The second
check was a forward check which was broken before I got
there. The trail wound round the usual areas ending on a fairly
steep up and over to the well-used pedestrian road that loops
round the area. Several of the pack could be seen milling about
looking at the home direction while the hard and fast went
down to the other side of the forest in the usual clockwise loop.
The Circle
The pack tucked into the beers as soon as the first runner
came in at 7.10 and they went fast. Luckily the Hare provided
the 2 cases fine from last week, and a case of Makoli which
disappeared double quick. The Guinness bar was also opened
about 7.50 with only one runner still out: Dennis Khoo.
Unfortunately no-one knew at the time that he had had a nasty
fall.
The Butler for today was Bandaraya, who kindly volunteered to
give the others a bit of a break and was given a beer and a
good song. The Hares were next as the food was being set up
behind us, with the aroma of the rather fragrant kimchi dishes
wafting into the circle. A good run was called out so the Hare
got the piss pan and a good song.
On Cash Russell got up on the box modelling the Hash Shirt
freebee that the pack would get if they joined in for the joint
run with Singapore this coming Saturday. He also mentioned to
keep the subs coming even though he was going to be away
for the next couple of weeks. And with that news he received
the ditty that everyone sang with gusto.
InterhashSec was next with his announcement encouraging
Mother Hashers to run on other chapters to promote the 80th
anniversary run and therefore spread the word about signing
up for the event.
Seven guests came up including, Greg Dhall (ex-member) and
son, but only one of them mentioned an unmentionable word
and so got a suitable down down. It seems the rest wised up

quickly. Returnees Billabong and Ah Kah were then asked to
explain themselves and received a beer for their troubles.
The Bomoh for the evening was Orange who stated his fine run
would be in the same place as last time but a better run. First
he called on Dennis Khoo and Mountain Goat for directing
traffic as if they were the police, but as Dennis was still in the
forest, a lookalike Bull Ong was called up instead. Then Hardy
and Bull were called up again for more things to do with cars.
Perhaps it was because Dennis had arrived in his rebuilt Mini
Cooper which drew a crowd.
On Sec then called Steve Leong for hanging around
unmentionables toilets in Sungai Buloh looking for fish. Then
Steve called on Taiwan Yu for mentioning an unmentionable
name of the Taiwanese president.
With the beer having mostly run out and Melaka Teh moving
towards the food, the pack obviously wanted to get on with
dinner so the hare, Jin, came up to mention it was all FOC as
the pack tucked in.
About this time Mathew drove up to look for Dennis who was
still out in the forest. Eventually he was found in quite a bit of
pain, but a beer often helps with this. Then we discovered that
On Cash had accidentally left with Dennis’ car keys; however,
this was no problem for Mother members hotwiring his car to
get back home.
Thanks Jin for a good run and a very popular free Dinner.
Another excellent Monday evening!

